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man's spiritual reality and the Irish consciousness through the process of na-
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Raising the question of nationality in Ireland’s literature during the
first half of the XX century came together with political turmoil and
growing intolerance towards English predominance. Around this
time, there was also an Anglo-Irish literary revival which brought
writers such as William Butler Yeats, Lady Gregory and John Mill-
ington Synge to the fore. As the term “Anglo-Irish” implies, this lit-
erature was largely the preserve of the remains of the ruling class.
Presiding as a director of the Abbey theatre and as a great proponent
of creating the Irelands national conscience, Yeats thought that the
theatre was the right place for raising that question and making it
alive in the minds of oppressed Irishmen. He thought that native
Irish literature and tradition are suitable sources for literary inspi-
ration. The race is more important than the individual but Yeats ac-
centuated that literature must be national not nationalistic. Repre-
sentatives of the Irish Renaissance Movement agreed that their dra-
matic tradition was too English and that the Irish characters were
badly interpreted, even caricatured. So, through the New Irish The-
atre they managed to show nationalism in plays that enabled creat-
ing the deeper reality of Irish lives. Caricatures and comical Irish
characters vanished and instead the more realistic side of peasants`
lives and language of the province took the stage. Thus, the source
from which authors have started the Irish Renaissance Movement
was Celtic mythology but endowed in the modernistic form quite
different from English traditional and realistic drama. 

In the play The Countess Cathleen, as the main theme Yeats uses a
national legend that he read about in the Irish newspaper. Sur-
rounded by musical atmosphere, full of lyrical parts and short
speeches that are beautiful but outside the dramatic context, this
play lacks intense dramatic dialogue, convincing characters and
thrilling dramatic action.  Nevertheless, the intention of the author
was quite clear: a great number of national and symbolic elements
that Yeats employed in this play had the bigger context of wakening
Irishness in whole: its history, tradition, values and beliefs. Al-
though Yeats set not the time of the action as the 1840s when the
Great Famine, that killed hundreds of thousands of people,
emerged, it is nonetheless understood undoubtedly. Interpreted
from that point of view the peasants are starved people of Ireland
while two merchants are the representatives of English protestant
landlords who, due to historical documents, tried and managed to
convert great numbers of peasants from Catholicism to Protestant-
ism during the Great Famine. Although the merchants are intro-
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duced as from the east carrying a carpet that is associated with Ori-
ent, it is more likely that Yeats had in mind England that is east of
Ireland. Just as England treated Ireland, the merchants behave in
Mary’s house like it’s their own. In this context Irishmen who sold
their souls that are the essence of their identity showed weakness
and Yeats, convinced that it never should happen again, wanted to
remind his people of it. But that was the reason why this play was
not so well accepted because it showed the weak side of Irishmen
while Yeats wanted to teach his countrymen to learn from their own
mistakes. The audience didn’t like that Irish people should be able to
sell their souls which they saw as a direct attack on Irish Catholic
doctrine. We can today sympathize with starved people of course,
because the inner natural instinct of man is to try and prevent his
death and that is the universal theme that Yeats, consciously or not,
managed to inflict. In unnatural circumstances people change their
perspective, lose their values, succumb to evil and become brutal.
Yeats expressed the strong desire to protect Irish people of such
things.

This play is quite nationalistic especially at the beginning when
peasants are portrayed as typically Irish: humble, family oriented
with their superstition and quite rich imaginations. They believe
strongly in animal instincts that are considered as premonitions
and all were premonitions of something bad in this play. 

“Mary : What can have made the grey hen flutter so?”

Teig: And that is not the worst; at Tubber-vanach
a woman met a man with ears spread out,
And they moved up nad down like a bat`s wing”…
Two nights ago, at Carrick-orus churchyard,
A herdsman met a man who had no mouth,
Nor eyes, nor ears; his face a wall of flesh;
He saw him plainly by the light of the moon…. 
In the bush beyond,
There are two birds – if you can call them birds-
I could not see them rightly for the leaves.
But they’ve the shape and colour of horned owls
And I’m half certain they’ve a human face.”

(W. B. Yeats, The Countess Cathleen)

Aside from these pagan elements the play offers us a deep and
pure Christian faith perpetuated in the character of Mary. She ex-
pected the salvation until the end of the play, therefore she even
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died rather than to offend God by selling her soul. Mary is a true rep-
resentative of the Christian spirit but pagan beliefs were not so for-
eign to her as well. She confronts Shemus not to recall all the pagan
beliefs since that is the way to summon the devil. When the mer-
chants appear she refuses to make them dinner out of her hen since
she feels that they are evil. She even dies strongly convinced that
her soul must not be sold and the food bought with gold out of the
demons must not be eaten, because she believes that God has never
forsaken them. Although Mary is a faithful, her husband and son re-
ject to believe in Christ any more and, therefore they are easily in-
fluenced by devils. 

“Teig : …What is the good of praying? father says.
God and the Mother of God have dropped asleep.
What do they care, he says, though the whole land
Squeal like a rabbit under a weasel’s tooth?” 

(W. B. Yeats, The Countess Cathleen)

Shamus and Teig even express doubt that soul exists at all. They be-
come more violent and greedy helping the demons not only to buy
souls but also to convince Countess Cathleen to seal the deal with de-
mons.

Even merchants talk in a Christian manner:

“Second Merchant: Away now- they are in the passage – hurry,
For they will know us, and freeze up our hearts
With Ave Marys, and burn all our skin
With holy water” 

(W. B. Yeats, The Countess Cathleen)

Another Christian element is introduced through the vision of the
angels who came down on earth to reprove peasants and bring hap-
py news about Countess Cathleen being forgiven for her sin and ac-
cepted in heaven. The peasants understood their sin, they mourned
deeply for the death of the Countess so they naturally rejoiced upon
hearing the news.

Examples of Irish folklore can be seen in many myths and legends
incorporated in the play, like the one told by the Shemus:

“Shemus : I heard say
There’s something that appears like a white bird,
A pigeon or a seagull or the like,
But if you hit it with a stone or a stick
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It clangs as though it had been made of brass;
And that if you dig down where it was scratching
You’ll find a crock of gold”. 

(W. B. Yeats, The Countess Cathleen)

Although many disagreed with Yeats portrayal of the Irish people in
this play: their blunt imagination, strong belief in premonition and
weak spirit in the face of temptation not all the peasants are depict-
ed in the same way. Mary is representative of an ideal Irishwoman
exactly how Yeats wanted them to be – she has strong belief in God
and behaves kindly, compassionately and similarly to Countess
Cathleen. Making the husband and son non-believers and greedy,
Yeats wanted to accentuate the new materialistic world that sprang
around Ireland as well and to suggest that it cannot bring happiness.

J. M. Synge leaned towards more realistic and less poetic descrip-
tions of dramatic themes trying to reach the same goal of creating
an Irish literarily tradition but using a different approach than
Yeats. He thought that Irish myths and legend as a retelling are not
fortunate themes for the stage. He also made an exception with his
play Deirdre of Sorrows which opposed to Synge’s main idea for the
modern Irish theatre. It fact, it was Yeats who gave the suggestion to
Synge to write about this well known and one of the most beautiful
legends in the literature of the world. But, unlike Yeats and Russell,
Synge reinterpreted the well known myth as a modern and human
tragedy of two lovers. Deirdre and Naisi are depicted as real people
who speak the real Irish native language and they are in conflict
with entire world. Predestined events limit their scope of life, but
Synge gives them free will and makes them individual, psychologi-
cally well constructed characters, at the same time distant (mytho-
logical) and real (contemporary). Synge thought that characters of
his plays must portray the Irish peasants and must speak Hiberno-
English since they are the guardians of Irish culture. That is why
Deirdre was not portrayed as a queen, but more as a child of Nature
without mystical but more realistic characteristics. With changing
the end of the traditional story Synge gave Deirdre deeper meaning
and made her even heroine by giving her a will and strength to
choose her own death and the way of life against the oppression of
old ways and tyranny  of King Conchubor. Synge was focused on his
protagonists’ daily preoccupations, keeping them away from mysti-
cism and supernatural versions of written legend that was not so
different from the original story of Deidre written in the 12th centu-
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ry Book of Leinster. Synge managed to succeed this balance by using
the curious peasant language and original spirit and atmosphere of
the myth.

“True, Synge's diction is based on a living peasant idiom, quaintly
naive and archaic both in individual words and in syntactical con-
struction, but it is elevated or sublimated above, though consistent
with, this base, and has become (especially in the lyrical parts) an aris-
tocratic dialect akin to the Elizabethan language of the English Bible”.
(Bourgeois 1913: 216)

As an example of using the characteristic Irish words in Deirdre of the
Sorrows Synge wrote:

“She wouldn’t wish to be soiling them, she said, running out and in
with mud and grasses on her feet, and it raining since the night of
Samhain”. (J. M. Synge, Deirdre of the Sorrows)

The word Samhain stands for “All-Hallowtide” or more precisely it
is a word for Celtic festival of the New Year, the dead, the north, the
element of earth and the frozen state just prior to rebirth.

Interesting lexical constructions Synge uses when talking about
nature and since Deirdre is surrounded by it throughout the play it
can easily be spotted:

“She has the birds to school her, and the pools of the rivers where
she goes bathing in the sun.”(J. M. Synge, Deirdre of the Sorrows)

The myth of Deidre and the sons of Usna was probably the most pop-
ular among Irishmen, especially during the Irish Renaissance Move-
ment because both Yeats and Synge saw in the conflict between
Deirdre and Conchubar the struggle between England and Ireland.
Yeats saw in Deirdre and Naisi the picture of old Ireland filled with
love, nature and song and in Conchubar a new real world filled with
materialism, tyranny and hate. “It’s not the dread of death or trou-
bles that would tame her like”. (J. M. Synge, Deirdre of the Sorrows)
says Lavarcham describing the free spirit of Deirdre to Conchubar.
Synge made Deirdre even more heroic, almost like a martyr to the
nationalistic cause. We can notice that author made them return to
Emain from Scotland because they wanted to keep their love forever
young and alive, but seeing it in the nationalistic context we can say
that they were aware of their historical role in their country and
made a courageous choice to sacrifice themselves for the greater
cause. Rilschel even said that death was their duty to Ireland.

The Riders to the Sea is considered to be a one-act masterpiece of
modern theatre. The realistic setting of contemporary Aran Islands,
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but also its history, language and beliefs are presented through a
story of one family but with the feeling of universality and destiny of
all its citizens. Aran was in public minds associated with death by
drowning which many documents sustain since its citizens lived
from fishing. The sea gave life but also took it. This island was dis-
tant from the mainland and resistant to modern changes so it pre-
served Irish Gaelic, folklore and superstition. Irish folklore is ex-
pressed through characters relationship with nature, death and
new order. 

“The sea is here identified with doom and death; it is the sea whose
formidable presence is felt all about the play; the sea that lurks behind
the stage; the sea that throws with loaded dice in the game of human
existence. He (Synge) himself confesses in the Aran book that he
"could not help feeling that he was talking with men who were under
a judgment of death." And this acute realization by the islanders that
the shadow of nothingness is perpetually hovering about them finds
its expression in Synge's play as in actual Aran life in the half-savage,
half-musical melopoeia known as the keen caoiri?” (Bourgeois 1913:
165)

The power of sea viewed by Maurya and her daughters is even en-
larged by Singe’s interpretation of people’s superstition and believ-
ing in supernatural elements. The pagan culture, which was long-
lasting part of Irish tradition, has not forgotten and rejected in the
face of Christianity, especially in those remote, outlandish places
like the Aran Islands. Synge’s life among the citizens of this island
brought him understanding of their innate wisdom, beautiful, melo-
dious language and strange endurance against the nature’s inevita-
ble and destructive power. He used it to express his devotion to-
wards these people in their struggle with nature, but also their dig-
nity in an old, modest, rough, almost forgotten but noble life that
makes the realistic side of the play. On the other hand the abun-
dance of pagan beliefs that are scattered about the play makes the
supernatural side of the play even more attractive to viewers of the
time. But both are extremely familiar to the Irish audience and quite
national. Many premonitions throughout the play make the tragic
end almost inevitable. For example, Irishmen have believed that if
there is a lack of blessings something dangerous will happen. That is
why Cathleen is so upset with her mother when she fails to give her
blessing to Bartley.

“Why wouldn’t you give him your blessing and he looking round in
the door? Isn’t it sorrow enough is on everyone in this house without
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your sending him out with an unlucky word behind him and a hard
word in his ear?” (J. M. Synge, Riders to the Sea)

Local folklore and pagan belief in visions are introduced through
mentioning the old legend of Gaels, Bride Dara with whom Mauray
compares herself. It is believed that Dara had a vision of the dead
man holding the child in his arms and alike the vision that Muyra
had of her dead son on the grey horse, it came true.

Mauray’s keening is another old custom of Irish people. When
someone close died, Irish mourned them with high pitched crying
called keening. Synge wanted that the presentation of this custom
on the stage be authentic so he even hired an old woman to teach the
actress how to keen. Another custom seen in the play is all-night
wakes before the burial, but Synge uses these customs in the play as
unconscious and hidden paganism that is more dominant than
Christianity.

Nicely noticed by several critics is the repetition of number nine
in the play that was a significant number in pre-Christian times. It
was in the connection with Scandinavian belief in nine worlds, Odin
and all absolute and sacred values. Bartley says: “I’ll have half an
hour to go down, and you'll see me coming again in two days, or in
three days, or maybe in four days if the wind is bad". (J. M. Synge,
Riders to the Sea) 

"I seen two women, and three women, and four women coming in,
and they crossing themselves, and not saying a word." (J. M. Synge,
Riders to the Sea) Numbers summed up give the total of nine days.
Nine days also did Maurya mourn Michael’s death until she found
out that he was drowned for sure. 

The old and the new world, both, the paganism and Christianity
have their representatives in the characters of this play. The young
priest is believer in God’s good grace and, therefore he rejects to
stop Bartley from going to the fair in Connemara believing that good
God want let that the last son of Maurya dies. Nora, the younger
daughter incline more towards the priest’s view on life wanting to
experience more than secluded island of Aran gives. Maurya`s hope
also lies in the hands of the young priest and God but only for a short
time and it is reduced since her premonitions become true. The
priest promised to try and convince Bartley not to travel when the
winds are rough and the waves are big, but he gave him his blessings
believing that God will keep him safe.

The tragedy of Maurya`s family is so profound and destructive be-
cause “in the big world the old people do be leaving things after
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them for their sons and children, but in this place it is the young
men do be leaving things behind for them that do be old”. ( J. M.
Synge, Riders to the Sea)

Mauray tries to explain the reason for not giving a blessing to her
son, with the anger and fear for him, but all the premonitions give
her almost certain feeling that he will never return like the rest of
her five sons and husband:

“He’s gone now, God spare us, and we’ll not see him again. He is
gone now, and when the black night is falling I’ll have no son left me
in the world”. (J. M. Synge)

After the vision of the dead son Michael riding the grey pony, Mau-
ray didn’t even try to say blessings to Bartley since she was con-
vinced that she also lost him and the blessing would be in vain.
When daughters were telling her of Michael’s death and while the
citizens of island came into cottage carrying the body, she immedi-
ately knew that it was Bartley’s and not Michael’s. Almost relieved
she gave the tragic speech filled with pagan and Christian beliefs:

“They’re all gone now, and there isn’t anything more the sea can do
to me…I’ll have no call now to be crying and praying when the wind
break from the south…I’ll have no call now to be going down and get-
ting Holy Water in the dark nights after Samhain…(To Nora) Give me
the Holy Water; there’s a small sup still on the dresser…Maurya (drops
Michael’s clothes across Bartley’s feet, and sprinkles the Holy Water
over him).It isn’t that I haven’t prayed for you, Bartley, to the Al-
mighty God. It isn’t that I haven’t said prayers in the dark night till you
wouldn’t know what I’ve been saying; but it’s a great rest I`ll have now,
and it’s time, surely”. (J. M. Synge, Riders to the Sea)

Maurya`s approach towards death, however it sounds cruel and
cold, is also a belief of Aran`s people. Death is the fact that awaits for
us all, but even more surely for the Aran people because they lived
in the constant struggle with superior nature that ruled over their
lives.

“Maurya:….No man at all can be living for ever, and we must be sat-
isfied”. (J. M. Synge, Riders to the Sea) She is satisfied that Michael will
have the decent burial in the far north where he died and new white
boards that were prepared for his coffin will now be used for Bartley’s.
It is her last satisfaction and relief which seems cruel but rather real-
istic. Funerals were expensive for the poor people of the Aran Island,
especially when there are many of them in one family.
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“Riders to the Sea” exemplifies Synge’s unique and felicitous blending
of cosmopolitan literature and Irish social experience into a work of
heart-rending universal appeal as well as of individual self-expres-
sion”. (Bourgeois 1913 :171)

There are some true Irish characteristics which are not used in
Synge’s plays at all or, at least, they are not used authentically. Al-
though Synge is the extremely religious Irishman, he is also more
interested in the Irish past and the imaginativeness of Irish people,
so the atmosphere of his plays is mostly pagan. Love towards nature
of Irish landscapes is evident in all his plays. Going back to the Irish
past, Synge found most interesting the idea of the social status of
women in ancient Gael Dom that made his female characters more
superiorly matched with his men. Almost every dramatic work that
Synge had done was based on the realistic folk stories or legends
that he heard when leaving on the Aran Islands. The Riders to the Sea
is probably written due to Synge’s presence in front of more than
one death by drowning when he visited the islands. In the book Aran
Islands he preached that all dramatic action can be drawn from folk
history of Irish people, whether tragic or comic. By using all his
abundant knowledge of the Irish people we can say that Irish nation
spoke through him.  

“Synge felt that an Irish national theatre in English is, as we have
said, something of a contradiction in terms; but, as he wanted to write
his plays in English to appeal to a wider audience, he wrote them in
English modeled on the Gaelic of national Ireland. It is the Gaelic influ-
ence that gives color and distinction to his English. Synge's dialect,
therefore, is not the actual Anglo-Irish dialect. It is too Irish. An ade-
quate rendering of Gaelic into English does not make peasant speech.
Here again we detect Synge's habitual process of accumulation. "Lit-
erariness” creeps in. His language is crammed and supersaturated
with fantastical, overwrought "strings of gab" borrowed from Irish.
Even when he is not actually translating Gaelic, he seems to exagger-
ate the coefficient of Hibernicism. His characters bless and curse each
other too well. Whatever may be the unreality of Synge's Anglo-Irish,
it remains that his dialect possesses a literary value which it is difficult
to over-estimate. Leaving aside its strange aloofness and the sense of
distance which it lends to the mind, its principal quality in this con-
nection is its rhythm. The concept of rhythm, which holds so impor-
tant a place in latter-day philosophy and aesthetics, underlies Synge's
whole view of the drama, his technical execution, the antithetic de-
sign of all his plays, and, more especially, his literary use of the Irish
patois. He was bent on reproducing the suave and subtle "synge-
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song" of peasant speech, and his vernacular has in it that happy coa-
lescence of harmony and meaning which only a born musician can ob-
tain…His dialect reads as well as Mr. Yeats's blank verse. If he did not
write his plays in verse, it is simply because he felt that peasant prose
had that flavor of reality and raciness which was so dear to
him.…Synge strove to express himself first, and his drama, if it is, in a
way, true to Ireland, is primarily true to the individual vision of the
playwright”. (Bourgeois 1913: 227-230)

Taking into consideration all aforementioned elements of national
identity, we have suggested that all of the authors doubtless were fa-
miliar, more or less, they are occupied by Irish origin and the twen-
tieth-century recrudescence of individualism and were directly or
indirectly influenced by them. 

Often the works of these writers were a voyage of discovery into
Ireland’s ancient and heroic past. They were consciously choosing
to see themselves as Irish and to weave another strand into the cul-
tural tapestry of the country rather than to remain aloof and try to
be British. Many of their poems and plays became popular at home
and abroad. The poetry and writings of William Butler Yeats, for ex-
ample, were a display of his passion for mysticism and the Occult
Sciences. His is one of the many famous names to come from the
original Golden Dawn. His works include such titles as Your Pathway
and ‘Never Give All the Heart’. However, more important was his de-
sire to connect his own striving for knowledge of the unknown with
the Irish historical and national elements which beyond both exists
human knowledge and a traditional perception of Irish national
identity. By the time, this Yeatsian perception was transformed into
myth.

Many writers were attracted by the rich speech patterns of the
country people and they used as their models the remnants of the
Gaelic traditions which these people had carried with them into
English. Some, such as Synge, even went so far as to learn Irish so
that he could tap directly into this deep vein of culture and tradition
that lay just below the surface, despite centuries of repression.

All these cultural movements helped to reawaken the national
spirit which had lain dormant since the dark days of the famine.
They also encouraged debate and helped to create a new positive na-
tional identity.
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ПРОФ. ДР МИРЈАНА Н. ЛОНЧАР-ВУЈНОВИЋ

АСС. МР АНА М. АНДРЕЈЕВИЋ
УНИВЕРЗИТЕТ У ПРИШТИНИ СA ПРИВРЕМЕНИМ СЕДИШТЕМ 
У КОСОВСКОЈ МИТРОВИЦИ, ФИЛОЗОФСКИ ФАКУЛТЕТ, 
КАТЕДРА ЗА ЕНГЛЕСКИ ЈЕЗИК И КЊИЖЕВНОСТ

РЕЗИМЕ НАЦИОНАЛНИ ЕЛЕМЕНТИ У САВРЕМЕНОЈ ИРСКОЈ ДРАМИ

Прве VреMсFаве Ирско/ национално/ @озориш�а 1899. CоMине, с
малом CруVом енFузијасFа који су желели Mа ирска Mрама Vос-
FиCне евроVску реVуFацију, VрерасFају 1902. CоMине у VозоришFе
Е.и (Abbey Theatre). Главни VокреFач ове инсFиFуције, В. Б. ЈејFс, у
својим Vесничким и крајње симXоличким Mрамама, Vриказује
исFоријске MоCађаје, келFске миFове и леCенMе из нароMне Vро-
шлосFи, шFо је савеFовао и млаMим ирским MрамаFичарима: Син-
Cу, О`Кејсију и MруCима. Писао је руковоMећи се иMејом Mа Ирци
FреXа Mа уVознају и оFкрију своју националну VрироMу и XиF. Та-
ко су њеCове, а и Mраме MруCих ирских Vисаца, најVре свеMочења
о човековој и националној Mуховној реалносFи које оXилују наци-
оналним елеменFима. Ирске леCенMе, исFоријски ликови, сеоски
живоF, Mивља ирска VрироMа, акFуелно сFање у земљи и осећај
националне VоFлаченосFи оFкривају се као каракFерисFични Vе-
чаFи ирске FраMиције и кулFуре у овим савременим Mрамама.
РаM VреMсFавља уVраво Fе елеменFе кроз оMаXране Mрамске Fек-
сFове ирских MрамаFичара са циљем сFварања шире слике о ир-
ском националном Xићу. 

КЉУЧНЕ РЕЧИ:    национални иMенFиFеF, миF, фолклор, исFорија,
језик, Ирци.


